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BCPS Vision: Baltimore County Public 

Schools will be among the highest 

performing school systems in the nation as 

a result of creating, sustaining, and 

investing in excellence for every student, 

every school, and every community. 

School Mission: At Johnnycake Elementary 

School, we empower all students to achieve their 

potential, becoming lifelong learners and 

compassionate, respectful citizens who 

contribute to positive change within their local 

community and global society   

ACTION STEPS 
Mathematics Culture 

Action Step(s): Using 

an accelerated learning model, JES 

educators will explicitly teach content 

aligned to the rigor of the standards by 

using system programs and resources with 

fidelity (effective first instruction.)  

  

  

Using an accelerated learning model, JES 

educators will implement the SIOP model 

along with other appropriate scaffolds for 

instruction in order to ensure access 

to grade level content for students receiving 

special education and ESOL services. 

 

Action Step(s): 

Applying an equity lens, JES Educators will 

focus on centering student’s identities, strengths, 

interests, and needs in order to make instruction 

relevant for all students.  

  

Applying an equity lens, during grade level 

planning sessions, teachers will demonstrate 

cultural competency by ensuring that instruction 

incorporates the elements of the SIOP model.    

  

JES Educators will 

demonstrate their commitment to a culture of 

collaboration and engage in a cycle of 

continuous improvement and shared 

responsibility for student learning.   

 

Goal: All students will achieve mathematics proficiency as indicated by the MCAP assessment. 

 

Literacy Culture 

Action Step(s): Using an accelerated 

learning model, JES educators will 

explicitly teach content aligned to the rigor 

of the standards by using system programs 

and resources with fidelity (effective first 

instruction.)  

  

  

Using an accelerated learning model, JES 

educators will implement the SIOP model 

along with other appropriate scaffolds for 

instruction in order to ensure access to 

Action Step(s): Applying an equity lens, JES 

Educators will focus on centering student’s 

identities, strengths, interests, and needs in order 

to make instruction relevant for all students.  

  

Applying an equity lens, during grade level 

planning sessions, teachers will demonstrate 

cultural competency by ensuring that instruction 

incorporates the elements of the SIOP model.    

  

JES Educators will demonstrate their 

commitment to a culture of collaboration and 



grade level content for students receiving 

special education and ESOL services.  

 

engage in a cycle of continuous improvement 

and shared responsibility for student learning 

 

Goal: All students will achieve literacy proficiency as indicated by the MCAP assessment. 

 

Safe and Secure Environment Culture 

Action Step(s):  

Johnnycake teacher and staff will 

demonstrate their commitment  

to SEL by ensuring that classroom learning 

environments are supportive, culturally 

responsive, and focused on building 

relationships and community.  

 

Johnnycake teachers and staff will support 

the implementation of schoolwide 

discipline policies and practices that are 

instructive, restorative, developmentally 

appropriate and equitably applied.  

 

 

 

 

Action Step(s):  

 Through schoolwide SEL that encompasses the 

Five Key Areas of the CASEL 

Framework, Johnnycake staff will create an 

equitable learning environment that empowers 

all students to achieve their potential by 

recognizing their strengths and abilities.   

  

Through participation in a PLC model of 

professional learning, Johnnycake staff will grow 

in their understanding of SEL competencies 

that foster compassion, respect, and equity.  

  

 By integrating SEL into schoolwide practices 

and instruction, Johnnycake staff will teach skills 

and facilitate opportunities for students to 

contribute to positive change locally and 

globally. 

 

 

 


